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The “lure” of the island 
• remoteness, isolation 
• mystique of water
• the crossing
• slower pace of life: “island time” 
• ageless: “a place out of time”
• hospitality
• “different”



Islandness (Conkling 2007)

“a metaphysical sensation that derives from the 
heightened experience that accompanies physical 
isolation,” an isolation reinforced by “boundaries of 
often frightening and occasionally impassable 
bodies of water.” This feeling is pre-rational, 
primordial, deep-in-the-marrow embodiment that 
incites rootedness, absoluteness, and a seemingly 
unparalleled yearning for home. Conkling adds, 
“Visitors can also experience the sensation as an 
instantaneous recognition.” 



Islandness
• scale (physical, social, economic)
• blanket/cocoon/safety/security
• lineage/family/kinship web
• community/community web/neighbours/ 
solidarity/embedded
• loss of community (generational)
• emplaced/oriented
• politics – degrees of 
closeness/partisan/patronage/nepotism/gov
ernment agendas
• insider/outsider – gate-keepers
• distinct from an “other” because of water, 
language, food & more…



• sea-surrounded/shore-bound particularity
• compact/bound
• weather/windy/salty
• landscape/seascape
• value systems/quality of life/pace
• nostalgia
• “the rules”
• strong identity/loyalty 
• imagination
• stubborn/intractable/indomitable
• degrees of islandness
• generalized reciprocity
• big fish in a small pond
• “on” Prince Edward Island



• isolation … connections  
• belonging/home/rooted … CFA (Come 
From Away)
• insider/outsider
• inclusive/exclusive
• insular … open
• separated/bounded … 
connected/open/mobility/diverse/poro
us)
• stasis/tradition … change, adaptation
• fragility … toughness
• vulnerability … resilience
• inferiority … superiority complex
• liberated … claustrophobic 











An authenticity that serves to satisfy what 
Knudsen (2010: 1) calls a ‘longing’ or ‘craving’ 
for ‘the immediate, non-commercialized, brute 
natural world’. This ‘longing’ is in pronounced 
reaction to ‘a strong technologically mediatized, 
commercialized and socially constructed reality’ 
that prevails in mainstream society. 



“Authenticity”

Experiencing the “authentic” often allows 
people to connect on an emotional level—what 
Davidson et al. (2005) call “emotional 
geographies,” satisfying a tourist’s hunger for 
“the real thing,” with an “ability to affect, touch 
and transform him/her” (Knudsen, 2010: 7). 



This often allows visitors to feel as if they belong 
there, too, experiencing “empathetic insideness” 
(Relph, 1976: 51), whereby persons consciously 
engage and commune with a place in order to 
understand it.



Niche tourism

• resort tourism
• experiential tourism
• adventure tourism
• ecotourism
• geotourism
• cultural tourism
• heritage tourism
• culinary tourism
• film tourism
• geology tourism

• literary tourism
• sport and leisure 
tourism
• cruise ship tourism
• dark tourism
• pilgrimages
• medical tourism
• VFF (visiting friends 
and family) 



Problems inherent in tourism
• resource pressure 
(land, electricity, fresh water, waste 
management, food, erosion, 
deforestation, pollution)
• travel to islands uses more fossil 
fuels which affects climate change, 
sea-level rise, coral bleaching



Problems… continued
• islanders not benefitting from top-
down tourism development because of 
outside investment  
• relationships between tourists and 
locals
• seasonality
• commodification
• museumification/Disneyfication
• mainland policies 
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The rock was lying next to some seaweed. 
I took the rock home in my hand and the seaweed in my mind's eye.
—Joanna Streetly, Random Acts of Art  









“I don’t make money. I make boats.”

—from “Foxley River,” Michael LeClair


